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NEWS RELEASE 

21 March 2024 

TVL Group maximises customer 

service through headquarters 

expansion 
TVL Group has unveiled its expanded company headquarters in Brentwood, Essex, 

with the vehicle security and innovation expert strategically investing in additional 

working space and storage capacity to significantly improve its operational potential, 

while also reintegrating its specialist installation arm ProtectAVan into the central 

site. 

To facilitate the sustainable growth of the business, TVL Group’s flagship facility now 

boasts a substantially larger yard – a huge 35% increase on the previous site – and 

20,000 sq ft of additional warehouse capacity to stock more parts and products. The 

total investment sees its headquarters now span 112,731 sq ft.  

The move, in particular, will maximise the efficiency of the ProtectAVan team, 

especially due to the decision to install a new vehicle compound capable of holding 

more than 200 vans at any one moment. This means ProtectAVan can efficiently 

accommodate much larger orders and complete conversions much quicker, boosting 

overall customer service. 

In addition, the decision to welcome ProtectAVan back after it moved to a larger unit 

away from the estate in 2017 to the company’s headquarters means it shares a 

common workspace with TVL Security, TVL Finishing and TVL Manufacturing. This 

will allow for internal expertise to be shared much more easily, fostering innovation 

while accelerating product development. 

Laura Moran, Managing Director of TVL Group, says: “This investment in the TVL 

Group headquarters marks an exciting new chapter for us, with the move meaning 

we can now work together much more closely and share ideas and resources with 

ease. 

“In today’s climate, robust vehicle security is more important than ever before. This 

expansion underscores our commitment to providing as many customers as possible 

with quick and easy access to affordable and effective solutions, positioning TVL 

Group at the forefront of innovation in our sector.” 

The new address for the business is 45 Horndon Industrial Park, Brentwood, Essex, 

CM13 3XL, this site is in addition to the other sites ProtectAVan operates from in 

Loughborough and Swindon. 
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Notes to Editor  

ProtectAVan is part of TVL Group, a privately owned business founded in 2012 and based in 

Brentwood, Essex. The company designs and manufactures leading vehicle security products 

supplying directly to vehicle manufacturers and the automotive market. Customers range from sole 

traders and SMEs to major fleets and vehicle manufacturers including Ford, which now offer factory-fit 

options for TVL Security products.    

TVL Group is a vertical supplier operating in the UK supplying to the global automotive industry with 

business including vehicle security, precision engineering, metal fabrication, powder coating and van 

accessory installation.   
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